


Dissemination events to introduce ProOrg
 - 14 events including 

- 3 conferences or webinar (one more plan on june the 16th)
- 6 mailing campaigns
- 1 press articles and 2 news for professionnal network

Date Support

21/10/2019 Présentation Natexpo

29/11/2019 L'Agro's Groupe (Facebook Alumni Agro)

04/12/2019 Mailing partenaires RMT

04/12/2019 Actualités sur site RMT TransfoBio

09/12/2019 Post LinkedIN

12/12/2019 Distribution Flyer - Blédina

08/01/2020 Mailing liste formation du valentin

08/01/2020 Mail à Jean Verdier ex-pres du synabio

09/01/2020 Mailing Synabio - Bernard Lignon

09/01/2020 Mail incubateur APT (Grégoire)

09/01/2020 Mail incubateur ISARA (jzlatoff)

15/01/2020 Article Presse "Les Marchés"

11/02/2020 Présentation Colloque RMT

21/02/2020 Webinar ClusterBio



Case studies
● 17 companies contacted
● 6 companies intersted to contribute
● Only 1 case study formaly intiated = results expected on winter 2020



Actions done :

- a flyer to introduce the project to a large audience

- Assessment framework translated (SJ) from Andrijana’s doc and a 1st 
step doc as a worshop summary

- we decided not to make workshop with several companies but to 
accompagn them is the first step with conf call (diagramm ans critria 
validation)

- excel table dedicated to each cas study



Cookie case :
- only based on formulation (no food process)
- we tried to assess naturality but don’t have feedback from the company
- not the best test for AF 



Milk case :
- very intersting case where HPP would have been tested for 
conservation instead of sterilisation  
- stuck after diagram no more news since covid
- milk cooperative have been widely impacted (need to confim case)



Apple puree case :
- technical school case  
- want to change their process to avoid Ascorbic acid addition
- want to use the case as a proof of concept for equipment acquisition
- most advanced case but results are expected in early 2021 !!



Apple puree case :
- Diagramm Ok
- Indicator OK
- equipment to test is not totally confirmed (vaccum?, on site ?)
- tests planned in winter

It leads us to some practical issues :
- environemental indicators : they only have access to energy 
consumption and maybe water but not always with separate counter



- nutritionnal results : they make little on site analysis (pH, dry matter, total 
sugar) but we will need some extra analysis (polyphenols for exemple)

- sensorial analysis : they will perform viscosity analysis and maybe sensory 
assessment by students

Impact : Not always 
easy to determine



Strengths :
 - many companies are intersted
- suitable for organic and conventionnal (clean label...)

Weaknesses :
- hard for companie to dedicate resources (time and money)
- take time to build process scheme and validate parameters
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